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Overview

- AgTexas Farm Credit Services (AgTexas), an agricultural lender operating within the Farm Credit
Bank of Texas (FCBT) district, has a record of low credit losses, consistent earnings, strong
capital ratios, and access to a low-cost funding source with FCBT.

- AgTexas has a highly concentrated geographic footprint and concentrated loan exposure to the
agricultural industry, which we view somewhat negatively given the cyclical risks.

- We assigned our 'BBB' issuer credit rating to AgTexas and a 'BB' issue rating to its announced
preferred stock issuance, reflecting the risks for deferral and coupon non-payment.

- The stable outlook reflects our expectation that the company will maintain a very strong
risk-adjusted capital (RAC) ratio bolstered by its preferred stock issuance, continuous access
to low-cost funding from FCBT, and stable earnings.

Rating Action

On Sept. 23, 2021, S&P Global Rating assigned its 'BBB' long-term issuer credit rating to AgTexas
Farm Credit Services. We also assigned our 'BB'issue rating to the company's preferred stock
issuance. The outlook is stable.

Rationale

Our 'BBB' issuer credit rating on AgTexas incorporates the company's concentrated loan exposure
to the agricultural industry, limited scale, and geographic concentration, balanced by its very
strong risk-adjusted capital (RAC) ratio, good historical loan performance, and solid access to
low-cost funding given its membership in the Farm Credit System (FCS).

Our starting point (or anchor) for our rating is 'bb+', in line with other U.S. companies that we rate
under our nonbank financial institutions criteria. Because of AgTexas' access to
government-related entity (GRE) funding and its regulated status, we raised the anchor to 'bbb+',
three notches above our anchor for other finance companies and equal to that of U.S. banks. This
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is to account for the Farm Credit Administration's (FCA) regulatory oversight, the company's
favorable funding through its position within the FCS, and fewer competitive risks in its niche
category.

Our assessment of AgTexas' business position considers its very limited geographic footprint
within Texas and relatively small scale compared to peers, balanced by the stability of its
operations as an association with the FCS. AgTexas is one of 14 agricultural lenders in the FCBT
district. As required by its charter, AgTexas is mostly confined to servicing the agricultural industry
within its Texas footprint.

AgTexas' role as a lender and member of the FCS is to provide financial services to borrowers
within its operating footprint. Those services include various loan programs, access to leasing
options, Treasury management services, and insurance programs. Geographically, 44% of its loan
exposures are in the Panhandle, 24% in (North) Central Texas, and 13% in the South Plains region.
We view these concentrations somewhat negatively since this elevates vulnerabilities to swings in
regional economic conditions.

We view favorably AgTexas' moderately conservative growth strategy since management has not
been acquisitive in the past. Its average loan growth rate of 9% is comparable with other
agricultural lenders we rate, but outpaces several regional banks. We think AgTexas' experienced
management team has executed a growth strategy that compliments the company's noncomplex
business model, further supporting stability in its operations, in our opinion. This is reflected in
the company's history of solid loan performance, consistent earnings, and low volatility in credit
losses.

Our assessment of AgTexas' capital, leverage, and earnings reflects its very strong RAC ratio,
strong and stable earnings trends, and historically low provision expenses. Including the preferred
stock issuance, we estimate AgTexas' RAC ratio would rise to roughly 16.5%-17.0%, exceeding the
15% threshold we consider very strong under our criteria. By regulatory standards, the company
has also maintained well-capitalized status for several years reporting a common equity tier 1
capital (CET1) ratio of 11.40% and total regulatory capital ratio of 12.60% at the end of
second-quarter 2021. Its CET1 and total regulatory capital ratios have seen a modest decline of
about 100 basis points (bps) since 2017, which we mostly attribute to loan growth outpacing
earnings growth. However, we expect the preferred stock issuance to significantly raise its RAC
and regulatory capital ratios. We expect capital ratios to decline somewhat due to loan growth, but
also expect AgTexas' RAC ratio will remain comfortably above 15% over the next two years.

We expect AgTexas' earnings to remain stable with potential for improving trends as loan demand
builds, provision expense remains flat, and interest rates potentially move higher. Although higher
than certain peers such as American AgCredit ACA, Capital Farm Credit ACA, and Compeer
Financial ACA, the company's 43.65% efficiency ratio is improving y/y, mostly due to the higher
revenue growth versus slower expense growth. Further supporting stability in earnings is AgTexas'
noninterest revenue, which contributes an average 30% to its total revenue stream each year,
consisting primarily of patronage, which is a dividend payment the company receives from the
FCBT.

Our assessment of AgTexas' risk position considers its concentrated loan exposure in the
agricultural sector and a moderately higher five-year average of nonperforming assets (NPAs) to
total customer loans and other real estate owned relative to peers against its minimal interest
rate risk and generally conservative risk management practices.

Counter to these risks, AgTexas manages exposure with concentration limits as a percent of
capital. As of Dec 31, 2020, some of its largest commodity exposures as a percent of total loans
include livestock (except dairy and poultry) at 26.5%, dairy farms at 15.7%, field crops (except
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cash grains) at 10.5%. Management uses conservative underwriting standards and stress testing,
which is reflected, in our opinion, by solid and improving asset quality metrics. On average, net
charge-offs have been less than 10 bps annually since 2013, while NPAs to total loans and other
real estate owned has been less than 1.0% annually since 2017. In 2020, the company
experienced only mild deterioration in its loan performance from the effect of COVID-19. For
example, as of June 30, 2021, only two loans remain under payment modification, with all others
having resumed normal payment terms. Albeit relatively low, we think the company's allowance
for credit losses of 0.3% as of June 30, 2021, is sufficient based on a history of minimal credit
losses.

We think interest rate risk is minimal for AgTexas based on it access to match funding via the
general financing agreement with FCBT, which significantly reduces risk in its asset liability
management.

Our assessment of AgTexas's funding incorporates its three-year funding agreement with FCBT
which provides the issuer with the low-cost, stable funding on a match-funded basis. This is
AgTexas' primary source of funding and accessibility requires compliance with certain
performance covenants and submission of a borrowing base, all of which are reviewed monthly.
While concentrated, we think the likelihood of disruption to AgTexas' funding is low and it will be
able to maintain access to its note with FCBT based on historical financial performance and
consistent compliance with requirements of the general financing agreement.

The company also relies on the funding agreement with FCBT for its liquidity needs. We view
AgTexas' limited on-balance-sheet liquidity negatively. Its investment portfolio, valued at $88
million as of June 30, 2021, is only 3.5% of total assets. The portfolio carries little risk, in our
opinion, as it is entirely composed of Small Business Administration securities.

Because of its funding linkages with the FCBT, we consider AgTexas a GRE under our criteria, and
our rating incorporates the ongoing funding benefits the association receives. However, we think
the likelihood of the U.S. federal government providing extraordinary support directly to AgTexas in
the event of financial distress is low. Our assessment of AgTexas' individual role is of limited
importance to the federal government. We also view AgTexas as having a limited link to the
government. Its members privately own AgTexas, and the company's scope is limited to serving
the financial needs of borrowers within its footprint; the government has no record of providing
extraordinary government support directly to associations like it. Therefore, the issuer credit
rating does not incorporate any uplift for extraordinary government support.

We rate the proposed preferred stock issuance three notches below its stand-alone credit profile
to reflect the risk of deferral and coupon nonpayment. The company plans to use the funds to
support future loan growth, raise capital levels, and other general purposes.

Outlook

The stable outlook reflects our expectation that the company will maintain its very strong RAC
ratio supplemented by a successful preferred stock issuance, good loan performance, and access
to low-cost funding from FCBT over the next two years despite its limited scale and concentrated
exposure to the agriculture sector.

Downside scenario

We could lower the rating if AgTexas' RAC ratio declined below 15.0% for an extended period, or if
the company loses its access to the low-cost funding provided by FCBT.
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Upside scenario

While less likely, we could raise our rating if AgTexas boosts its geographic footprint and further
diversifies its loan portfolio while maintaining its very strong RAC ratio.

Related Criteria

- General Criteria: Hybrid Capital: Methodology And Assumptions, July 1, 2019

- Criteria | Financial Institutions | General: Risk-Adjusted Capital Framework Methodology, July
20, 2017

- General Criteria: Rating Government-Related Entities: Methodology And Assumptions, March
25, 2015

- Criteria | Financial Institutions | General: Nonbank Financial Institutions Rating Methodology,
Dec. 9, 2014

- Criteria | Financial Institutions | Banks: Quantitative Metrics For Rating Banks Globally:
Methodology And Assumptions, July 17, 2013

- Criteria | Financial Institutions | Banks: Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment
Methodology And Assumptions, Nov. 9, 2011

- General Criteria: Principles Of Credit Ratings, Feb. 16, 2011

Related Research

- Compeer Financial ACA, June 24, 2021

- Capital Farm Credit ACA, Jan. 12, 2021

- CoBank ACB, Oct. 15, 2020

- Federal Farm Credit Banks, Oct. 2, 2020

- Agribank FCB, Sept. 29, 2020

Ratings List

New Rating

AgTexas Farm Credit Services

Preferred Stock BB

New Rating; CreditWatch/Outlook Action

AgTexas Farm Credit Services

Issuer Credit Rating BBB/Stable/--

Certain terms used in this report, particularly certain adjectives used to express our view on rating relevant factors,
have specific meanings ascribed to them in our criteria, and should therefore be read in conjunction with such
criteria. Please see Ratings Criteria at www.standardandpoors.com for further information. Complete ratings
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information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at www.capitaliq.com. All ratings affected by this rating
action can be found on S&P Global Ratings' public website at www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search
box located in the left column.
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